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• Discuss the use of surgically
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facilitated orthodontic

mucogingival), and prosthetic (structural integrity compromise from

prioritized interdisciplinary

caries, attrition, and erosion) conditions can affect the general health of the
patient. In addition, emerging data highlights the importance of undiagnosed
airway volume deficiencies and sleep-disordered breathing conditions in
the adult and pediatric population. Deficiencies in dentoalveolar bone and
discrepancies in skeletal relationships can impact the volume of hard- and
soft-tissue structures of the periodontium and decrease oral cavity volume.
Contemporary interdisciplinary dentofacial therapy (IDT) is a key process

therapy (SFOT) for facially
dentofacial treatment
• Review the benefits of
expanded orthodontic
approaches for managing
the natural dentition
• Explain the importance
of SFOT when treatment
planning with a facially
prioritized perspective that
involves CBCT imaging

for addressing the comprehensive problems of patients based on etiology,
homeostasis, and sustainability of physiologically sound outcomes. These
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provide the patient with sustainable esthetics and function. Surgically
facilitated orthodontic therapy (SFOT) uses corticotomies and dentoalveolar bone decortication to stimulate
the regional acceleratory phenomenon and upregulate bone remodeling and tooth movement as a part of
orthodontic decompensation. It also generally includes guided periodontal tissue regeneration and/or
dentoalveolar bone augmentation. SFOT as a part of IDT is demanding and requires extensive attentiveness
and communication among all team members. This article focuses on the role of SFOT as an integral
component of contemporary IDT to facilitate highly predictable and sustainable outcomes.

T

he late Dr. Morton Amsterdam astutely wrote, “There
may be different ways of treating a disease, but there
can only be but one correct diagnosis.”1 The changing
culture and landscape of interdisciplinary dentofacial therapy (IDT) suggests the need for a symbiosis of the primary care provider and specialist for the effective
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management of dental, periodontal, and craniofacial issues. The
goal of such collaborative work is to accurately and comprehensively diagnose and prognosticate craniofacial deficiencies. The
unique perspectives and knowledge of each medico-dental professional is incorporated into an ideal plan for each individual
patient. This collaborative IDT requires the leadership of the
Volume 39, Number 3

patient’s restorative dentist to coordinate and amalgamate input respect these boundaries may lead to unstable and potentially
from each specialist involved.
harmful results.
Evolutionary changes over the past three centuries have contribThe ever-important but often deficient (especially in the anterior
uted to the current prevalence of the phenomenon of “facial reces- sextant) facial bone thickness must be considered during treatment
sion.”2 This progressively retrognathic maxillary and mandibular planning.7,8 The use of CBCT is critical in assessing dentoalveolar,
positioning is the result of the evolutionary and cultural demands alveoloskeletal, and skeletal relationships (as well as the anatomic
to develop a more pronounced frontal lobe of the brain. The end- structures of the temporomandibular joint) during the comprehenpoint of IDT is to re-establish the homeostatic balance between sive treatment planning process.5
the craniofacial structures and the periodontium that they supThe aim of this article is to highlight the importance of conport. This is necessary to obtain oral health that can be sustained temporary IDT and expatiate on the benefits of expanded orthover a lifetime but cannot be achieved without a thorough under- odontic approaches such as SFOT in the context of managing the
standing of the embryologic and developmental processes leading natural dentition.
to craniofacial anatomy.
Contemporary IDT begins with a facially prioritized approach Mouth, Bone, and Airway Volumes:
and often requires the interdisciplinary team to re-establish tooth Historical and Evolutionary Perspectives
position and proportions. Space appropriation of the teeth is critical The prevalence of an ideal dentofacial condition currently may be
to the dentofacial management of the stomatognathic system and decreasing among some populations.9 Conversely, tooth crowding,
often requires optimizing root position within a sound periodontal retrognathia, deficient dentoalveolar bone, and other dentofacial
foundation. This becomes especially crucial when wear (through abnormalities in both maxillary and mandibular osseous strucattrition and erosion) and compensatory tooth movement (dental tures are widespread.10,11 These anomalies may be quite prevalent,
compensations) have occurred.
but they cannot necessarily be considered a variation of normal.
Dental compensations occur as a result of a skeletal disharmony Although these maladies have always existed, new tools are now
and are commonly seen whenever anterior-posterior or trans- available in the dental armamentarium to deal with them. Manverse maxilla-mandibular disharmonies are present.3,4 Dental delaris et al have described case type patterns of common maloccrowding is often an arch length deficiency, which corresponds to clusions that can be useful in identifying situations where SFOT
a deficiency in dentoalveolar bone volume. This limits the oppor- can be helpful in IDT.5
tunities for dental expansion and often necessitates extractions
The exact reason for the increase in incidences of malocclusion
to reconcile the existing tooth mass to the available arch length. patterns is not known for certain. However, their rise has been corImaging-based software programs such as Digital Smile Design related with the increased consumption of highly processed foods12
(DSD) (digitalsmiledesign.com), Suresmile® (suresmile.com), or and decreased breastfeeding.13-15 The imposition of a uniformly soft
Nemotec (nemotec.com) can help bridge the gap between a facially diet upon infants and toddlers, as well as the resulting failure to
prioritized treatment plan and optimal, patient-centered results. develop forward tongue and lip muscular habits, may reduce oral
Such software provides greater clarity, precision, and accuracy cavity volume (OCV). Subsequently, the impaired development
when transitioning from patient expectations to realized endpoints. of craniofacial-respiratory structures may manifest as deficient
The 3-dimensional (3D) cone-beam comdentoalveolar bone16,17 as well as impaired
development
of the maxilla and mandible
puted tomography (CBCT) imaging compotable 1
nent of these planning software programs
(ie, hypoplasia and/or retrognathia). There
Overall Rationale for/
represents a paradigm shift in IDT. Incorhas been an increasing incidence of these isporating 3D regional anatomy into virtual
sues for approximately 250 years.18,19
Goals of SFOT Based on
planning allows a biologic conscience to
The position of teeth within the mouth
Treatment Outcomes
guide the clinician during dental and orthrepresents a homeostatic relationship be1. Put teeth in correct
odontic planning.5 If the facially prioritized
tween the opposing forces of the lips, tongue,
position for facial esthetics
treatment plan calls for the tooth position
oral musculature, and alveolar bone. These
and function
tissue structures define a certain OCV. The
outside of the dentoalveolar bone volume
2. Transform periodontal
limits, alternative approaches to orthodonteeth develop independently of the softphenotype in order to
tic tooth movement must be considered.
tissue structures and require a specific volaccomplish #1
ume in order to properly align within the
Treatment such as surgically facilitated
3. Improve long-term
orthodontic therapy (SFOT) may allow the
dental arch. When the volume within the
orthodontic stability
IDT team to accomplish outcome goals and
oral cavity is deficient compared to the vol(reduce incidence of relapse)29
avoid iatrogenic complications. Collaboraume required by the teeth, significant mal4. Optimize anterior protected
tive treatment planning by a cohesive IDT
occlusions can occur. In these cases, intraarticulation parameters
oral forces may move teeth into positions to
team must occur prior to embarking on a
5. Optimize airway dimensions
restorative rehabilitation or orthodontic
compensate (dental compensations) for the
with non-retractive
treatment that may exceed the boundarskeletal imbalance, and dental crowding may
orthodontia, when possible
ies of the “orthodontic walls.”6 Failure to
occur.20 Crowding of the natural dentition
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is frequently accompanied by suboptimal alveolar bone thickness,
resulting in dehiscences and fenestrations,21 which then limit the
extent to which teeth can be safely decompensated (ie, orthodontically moved).
The combined impact of these abnormalities on oropharyngeal airway volume is an emerging focus of contemporary IDT.
The most common manifestation of a suboptimal airway space is
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), which has reached epidemic proportions in both adults22,23 and children.24,25 This has resulted in
controversy, as some research demonstrates that a reduced OCV
(ie, increased tongue volume:OCV ratio) may trend patients toward sleep-disordered breathing conditions,26 yet other publications suggest that the extraction of four bicuspids does not influence sleep apnea conditions or esthetic perceptions of changes
in facial profile.27,28

Orthodontic Decompensation:
Re-establishing Homeostasis by Re-envisioning
Outcomes

As a member of the IDT team, the orthodontist has the critical job of
engineering tooth movement and architecting a facially prioritized
plan. He or she is responsible for correcting the dental compensations that nature facilitated in response to space misappropriation.
This process, known as decompensation, includes alignment of the
arches in preparation for orthognathic surgery (OGS) when a true
alveoloskeletal or skeletal discrepancy exists.

The primary role of SFOT is to enhance decompensations and
ensure that the dentition remains within alveolar bone. This occurs
through corticotomies, dentoalveolar decortication, and bone augmentation surgery. The “bone injury” created through this procedure
results in a transient demineralization of the alveolar bone matrix.
Tooth movement is more expeditious through the matrix while this
demineralization process is occurring—a finding known as the regional acceleratory phenomenon (RAP). Because this effect is transient, there must be close collaboration among the interdisciplinary
team to maximize outcome benefits of advanced dentoalveolar bone
surgery. Other approaches that involve devices to provide nonsurgical
methods of accelerated orthodontic tooth movement (eg, vibration
or low-level light) have reasonable evidence showing that they are
capable of significantly decreasing orthodontic treatment time via
inducing RAP. However, without the physical augmentation of the
dentoalveolar bone phenotype and available bone into which teeth
can be moved (via bone grafting), the extent to which the orthodontic
boundary conditions can be increased may be limited and may not
allow for key treatment plan objectives to be accomplished (such as
avoiding extraction/retraction movement and ensuring dentoalveolar
bone anatomy/orthodontic boundary conditions are respected following tooth movement).5
The goals/rationale for SFOT are delineated in Table 1. Key
phases and features of RAP are summarized in Table 2 with an
emphasis on its applicability to SFOT,29-34 while Table 3 provides
a historical perspective.35,36

table 2

Key Phases and Features Throughout Lifecycle of RAP Associated With SFOT Corticotomy and Realization
Key Procedures and Processes30*
Timing

Beginning of orthodontic therapy; selective corticotomies as needed throughout therapy

Surgery

Corticotomies, decortication

Method of accelerated movement/
alveolar bone development

RAP; bone matrix transposition; bone grafting (allow 2 to 4 weeks after surgery before
initial activation to allow greatest effect)

Location of corticotomy or
dentoalveolar bone decortication

Buccal and lingual (current); based on individual needs of the patient and overall goals
of team and expertise of orthodontist and periodontist

Additional adjunctive procedures

Functional or esthetic crown lengthening; connective tissue grafting; anchorage plates
and/or TADs; extractions; guided periodontal/bone regeneration; implant site development
for edentulous areas

Minimum orthodontic
activation intervals

Biweekly

Type of movement

Dentoalveolar RAP-driven acceleration through demineralized bone matrix, with tipping
followed by uprighting

Indications

Accelerated tooth movement; shorter treatment time; supercharging dentoalveolar
changes; minor skeletal discrepancies; mild-to-moderate crowding; mild-to-moderate
arch development; extraction site closure

*dependent on effective use of RAP during tooth movement; PDL = periodontal ligament; RAP = regional acceleratory phenomenon; SFOT = surgically facilitated orthodontic therapy; TADs = temporary anchorage devices
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SFOT allows the surgeon to augment the periodontium with dentoalveolar deficiencies in order to expand the scope of decompensation within the arch (interarch dental alignment) and between
the arches (intra-arch relationship). This increases the volume
of dentoalveolar bone and reduces the potential for incidence of
orthodontic relapse.29 A detailed and thorough systematic review
on corticotomy-assisted orthodontia was recently published by
Zimmo et al.37
While SFOT is an advanced periodontal regeneration and/or
dentoalveolar bone augmentation surgery, its primary role is not
to correct significant skeletal discrepancies or dentofacial disharmonies or expedite tooth movement. It can, however, improve
periodontal and dentoalveolar bone phenotype conditions for
orthodontic tooth movement or future OGS. It also can improve
“orthodontic camouflage” of mild skeletal conditions by expanding
tooth movement possibilities when OGS is not an acceptable treatment. By enhancing the dentoaveolar bone volume, SFOT creates
a biologic environment that leads to more stable orthodontic results and, in some instances, less extensive OGS, thus supporting
the facially prioritized treatment plan.
When planning IDT using a facially prioritized approach, relationships at three levels can be considered during comprehensive
treatment planning: (1) teeth-to-teeth relationships, (2) teeth-tojaws relationships, and (3) jaws-to-face relationships. Optimizing teeth-to-teeth relationships may occur within the orthodontic
boundary conditions and via contemporary means. Optimizing

teeth-to-jaws relationships often presents the orthodontist with
limitations of dentoalveolar bone volume. In order to optimize tooth
movement and produce outcomes that maintain teeth within sound
orthodontic boundary conditions, dentoalveolar bone augmentation via SFOT may be needed.5,29 Recently, the American Academy
of Periodontology’s Best Evidence Consensus on CBCT and IDT
was published.5 A systematic review focusing on the dentoalveolar
bone changes influenced by tooth movement highlights case type
patterns of malocclusion and the benefits of SFOT to augment the
phenotype during the management of “teeth to jaws” decompensation.5 Further, this review describes how in some cases SFOT
can simplify and optimize conditions for more predictable OGS in
patients with severe dentofacial disharmonies ( jaws-to-face relationship and management).

Re-evaluating the Goals of IDT Planning

Contemporary, comprehensive IDT-based collaboration involves
at least the restorative dentist and/or prosthodontist, periodontist,
orthodontist, oral and maxillofacial surgeon, and endodontist. In
some cases, an otolaryngologist/ear-nose-throat (ENT) specialist,
sleep physician, and myofunctional therapist also may be needed in
order to make correct diagnoses, establish prognoses, and develop
a personalized treatment plan.
The SFOT IDT workflow is as follows: It begins with the newpatient interview, followed by patient examination and gathering of
comprehensive records (in one or two visits). Conducted by either

of Rationale for SFOT Treatment
Metabolic Processes*

Published Observations*

• Demineralized bone matrix

Yaffe et al document the RAP in the mandible following mucoperiosteal flap surgery.32

• Transient alveolar osteopenia

Wilcko et al33 describe the accelerated orthodontic process as a result of coupled
demineralization-remineralization phenomena.

• Vasculoneogenesis leading to
bone resorption and formation
• Coupled osteoclastic and
osteoblastic activity in
response to alveolar
decortication31

• “Bone matrix transportation” occurs with tooth movement, not a “bony block” movement33
Sebaoun et al34 demonstrate the histologic wound healing (modeling of trabecular bone
following selective decortication in rats), including:
• Less calcified spongiosa bone context (x 2)
• Greater PDL surface (increase twofold)
• Catabolic and anabolic activity = 3X greater
• Significant increase in tissue turnover x 3 weeks
Baloul et al publish the first study providing scientific evidence for the role of coupled
osteoclastic and osteoblastic activity in response to alveolar decortication through which
the orthodontic tooth movement is enhanced.31
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the general dentist or prosthodontist (whomever is responsible for
restorative oversight and leadership), this includes obtaining clinical data through comprehensive exam, photographs, high-resolution
pulse oximetry (HRPO)/home sleep study, intraoral scanning, and
mounted study models, and imaging diagnostics via full-mouth digital
radiographs, CBCT imaging, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
when needed. The next step in
the workflow is co-discovery
and comprehensive treatment
planning, with input from
team members representing
The next step in
periodontics, orthodontics,
the workflow is
oral and maxillofacial surgery,
co-discovery and
and any others needed, such
comprehensive
as primary care physician,
ENT, pediatrics, endodontics,
treatment planning,
and the dental laboratory. In
with input from team
grand rounds, all the IDT
members representing
team members evaluate the
periodontics,
gathered patient data, and
an action plan, steered by reorthodontics, oral and
storative goals, is generated.
maxillofacial surgery,
The following steps are then:
and any others needed,
(1) disease control and prosuch as primary
visionalization (pre-SFOT
restorative therapy), (2) precare physician,
SFOT orthodontics, (3) SFOT
ENT, pediatrics,
surgery, (4) SFOT orthodonendodontics, and the
tics, (5) interim orthodontic
dental laboratory.
transitional restorations, (6)
orthodontic refinement and
finishing, (7) orthognathic
surgery (if required), (8) prosthetic phase completion as determined by esthetic and functional goals,
and, finally, (9) supportive periodontal maintenance.
The treatment synthesis of the SFOT workflow used in contemporary IDT is exhibited in Figure 1.
IDT has to consider the aforementioned limitations of the existing dentoalveolar bone, the volume of which will dictate the extent to

which tooth movement is biologically safe. This determinant of tooth
movement has been termed the “orthodontic walls”6 and is often a
limiting factor in treatment due to inadequate bone thickness.38 In
2013, Mandelaris et al published a CBCT-based classification system
that can be utilized prior to orthodontic therapy to help determine
the relative safety and risk of tooth movement.39 This system evaluates the thickness of both the crestal and radicular dentoalveolar
bone (thick, >1 mm; or thin, <1 mm) for the classification of patients
into four distinct phenotypical presentations. The use of such a system may help not only in determining but also in conveying the importance of alternative orthodontic approaches, such as SFOT.

Restorative Leadership

Frequently, aberrant tooth position and structural compromise
of the dentition (from attrition and erosion) make ideal dentistry
impossible. In such cases, orthodontic treatment becomes necessary to re-appropriate space in order to facilitate anatomically correct prosthetic dentistry. However, the benefits of idealizing tooth
form and position are not limited to restorative outcomes. In the
contemporary IDT paradigm, the recognition of airway problems
(frequently accompanied by retrognathia40,41) as a component of
dental-related treatment planning is critically important. This
emerging scope of the restorative dental practice should emphasize early and, of course, accurate diagnosis and prevention. From
a dental perspective, the outcome goal of airway management can
be envisioned in terms of expanding OCV in conjunction with
hard-tissue space appropriation to allow for ideal functional and
esthetic prosthodontics.
Sleep-disordered breathing conditions are not unlike other systemic health problems in that if they are diagnosed and treated
early, fewer negative sequelae and more favorable outcomes will
likely result. Even mild forms of these conditions, such as upper
airway resistance syndrome or respiratory effort related arousals,
can be addressed before they begin to harm the patient. Because
of the ability to influence growth in skeletally immature patients,
orthodontic and dentofacial intervention can be instrumental
in idealizing space appropriation and increasing OCV. However,
this requires enlisting alternative orthodontic approaches such as
SFOT and/or using temporary skeletal anchorage in rapid palatal

table 3

Historical Timeline for Clinical Use of Regional Acceleratory Phenomenon (RAP)35
Year

Event/Procedure Introduced

1893

Interalveolar osteotomy (Cunningham)

1921

Three basic strategies to correct malocclusion (Cohn-Stock)

1931

Palatal corticotomies to facilitate correction of maxillary protrusion (Bichlmayr)

1959

Labial and palatal corticotomies, with orthodontic “bony block movement” (Köle)

1968

Autogenous hip marrow for bone-graft management of bony crater defects around natural teeth (Schallhorn)

1969

Wound healing of interalveolar osteotomies in rhesus monkeys with intact mucoperiosteum; collateral circulation
plus vascular anastomoses preserve bone/pulp blood supply (Bell)

1983

Introduction of the RAP concept in fracture healing (Frost)36
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expansion prior to the mid-palatal suture fusfigure 1
ing. Temporary skeletal anchorage applied
to rapid maxillary expansion can be used
Primary care
Sleep physician/
physician/
to achieve skeletal growth modification and
dentist
pediatrician
avoid expansion at the dentoalveolar level,
which may be detrimental to the periodonGeneral Dentist or
tium or increase the incidence of relapse.42
Myofunctional
Prosthodontist
Otolaryngologist
therapist
Once a diagnosis has been made, IDT col(whoever is responsible
for restorative leadership)
laboration among the orthodontist, periodontist, and oral and maxillofacial surgeon can
focus on engineering strategies to enhance
Oral and
the orthodontic walls.6,38 This optimization
maxillofacial surgeon
Periodontist
of dentoalveolar bone can then accommodate
ideal tooth movement, expand overall OCV,
overcome regional anatomic limits, and limit
Emphasis on moving maxilla
Patient education (needed
and mandible forward
Orthodontist
or avoid iatrogenic compromises. Depending
as part of patient-centric
treatment planning model)
on the outcome objective, SFOT may be adequate to accomplish these goals. However,
OGS is required to address facial disharmoUse SFOT and
nies and to definitively manage obstructive
Re-establish normal
orthognathic surgery to
physiologic conditions
optimize beneficial effects
sleep-disordered breathing conditions.
on oral cavity and airway
volume and associated
When planning and executing IDT cases
systemic health parameters
that require significant tooth movement, especially those designed to expand OCV, CBCT
Fig 1. Synthesizing treatment of surgically facilitated orthodontic therapy
analysis is critical for assessing the condition
(SFOT) workflow.
and position of regional anatomy. 3D CBCT
imaging offers a more complete picture of
what may otherwise appear healthy or normal from a clinical examination.43 Further, 2-dimensional (2D) data Regional Acceleratory Phenomenon and SFOT
often fail to accurately depict important anatomic structures that Corticotomy-based SFOT is able to accelerate tooth movement
may be vital to comprehensive treatment planning for IDT patients. solely through the transient demineralization of the bone matrix.
Such collaborative interactions among multiple treatment team The orthodontic movement of teeth during this period is commembers require “restorative leadership” and demand that the pri- pletely periodontal ligament mediated and dependent. As such,
mary-care dentist be well-versed in planning and executing a com- orthodontic principles of tooth movement are unchanged. Howprehensive treatment plan from a facially prioritized perspective. ever, these principles must be used with an understanding of the
Because IDT imaging usually involves a large field of view CBCT for postsurgical physiology of the injured and augmented dentoalveomeaningful and comprehensive treatment planning, oversight and lar bone. The use of anchor plates, temporary anchorage devices,
interpretation of the DICOM dataset by an oral and maxillofacial and creative orthodontic mechanics can be considered during the
radiologist (OMFR) should be considered to optimize patient safety, RAP to maximize the advantage of the bone remodeling capabilities.
provide medicolegal documentation, and allow inclusion of OMFR Aligner therapy can be used either independently or in conjunction
patient interpretation for the IDT team during treatment planning. with conventional brackets and archwires to improve patient acEven dentists who may be uncomfortable managing complex ceptance, compliance, and hygiene abilities.
The decision to perform corticotomy-assisted orthodontic surgery
cases have a significant role in improving patient health. A patient’s
primary-care dentist is often the most frequent oral healthcare on the buccal, lingual, or both aspects of the tooth depends on: (1) the
contact for the patient. The dentist is uniquely positioned to evalu- orthodontic engineering/plan, (2) where the demineralized bone maate a worn or crowded dentition, assess sleep-related dental and trix is required for effective tooth movement, and (3) the regional denairway anatomy, and make appropriate specialty referrals. CBCT toalveolar bone anatomy. Accompanying bone augmentation surgery
and other applicable 3D modalities can be used to assess tongue further allows the orthodontic boundary conditions to be expanded
volume and position in relation to total OCV.26,44-51 The presence and optimizes conditions for facially prioritized treatment planning
of tongue crenations may be an indication that an OCV problem as well as periodontal/dentoalveolar bone phenotype outcomes.5
and possible undiagnosed sleep-disordered breathing condition More clinical and histologic studies are needed to further validate
are present.52,53 Screening questionnaires such as STOP-BANG SFOT in the management of IDT patients and better define the limits
and the Epworth Sleepiness Scale also can be used to gain insight of tooth movement when dentoalveolar bone augmentation surgery
into risk assessment.54 Any or all of these methods may help a pri- is performed. While true periodontal regeneration on dehisced root
mary-care dentist determine if follow-up is required for the patient. surfaces has been shown in human histologic studies,5 the extent to
www.compendiumlive.com
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which bone augmentation volume is gained and then maintained over
time via a SFOT treatment model remains to be shown.

Completing the “Restoratively Driven Circle”
in Comprehensive IDT

The outcome goal of SFOT and OGS is to achieve ideal root and
tooth position in biologically sound locations within the orthodontic walls/boundary conditions, mange skeletal discrepancies, and
achieve facial harmony. This sets the stage for creation of the most
occlusally stable and proportionally correct dental rehabilitation.

When used for IDT in this manner, the primary objective of
SFOT is health and stability as opposed to expeditious tooth
movement. However, the overall reduction in orthodontic treatment time can indeed be critical for the patient who requires
OGS in the context of general health management, especially
in the presence of airway compromise such as OSA. Here, it can
become urgent to expedite decompensations. Timely management of OSA is important to reduce the impact of its myriad
systemic effects.55 SFOT can reduce the time required to prepare the patient for OGS without sacrificing the periodontium

Fig 2.

Fig 3.

Fig 4.

Fig 5.

2.5 mm of coronal movement
Tooth length 11 mm
Width Nos. 8 + 9 = 16.5 mm
Fig 7.

Fig 6.

Fig 2. Facial view of worn dentition from erosion.  Fig 3. Maxillary occlusal view of worn dentition through erosion. Fig 4. Left lateral view of
patient with worn dentition. Note loss of vertical dimension in posterior as evidenced by the buccal cusp tip position of tooth No. 12 versus the
papillary tissue of teeth Nos. 20 and 21. Fig 5. Preoperative cephalometric view highlighting maxillary deficiency, brachycepahic craniofacial phenotype, short upper face height, and maxillary retrognathia. Thin facial bone and proclined incisors are also noted. Fig 6. Imaging-based software
program plan based on facially prioritized planning. Fig 7. Complete diagnostic wax-up mounted in fully seated joint position. Note the Class II
malocclusion unveiled once vertical dimension was restored and tooth proportions re-established. Horizontal overlap is excessive and can be
overcome either by orthodontic camouflage, overcontoured prosthodontics, or moving teeth facially into augmented bone via SFOT. The latter
approach allows for more ideal tooth positioning and minimally invasive dentistry.
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in the presence of a thin dentoalveolar bone phenotype. By
decompensating and facilitating tooth movement in a demineralized bone matrix and augmented dentoalveolar bone environment, the IDT team can minimize or eliminate pre-OGS
orthodontic compromises. Thus, the patient is positioned for
life-altering OGS/skeletal surgery and its beneficial effects on
airway volume (as well as facial harmony)56 as quickly as possible. Expedited treatment can also minimize the overall time
spent in provisional restorations, reducing the opportunity for
caries to develop or re-emerge.

Fig 8.

Fig 9.

Fig 10.

Fig 11.

Fig 12.

At the completion of SFOT-inclusive IDT, the team will have addressed the buccal bone thickness, proper placement of the dentogingival complex (including physiologically and restoratively/
esthetically optimized biologic width), and optimal root position
within newly augmented alveolar bone. The relationships of teeth
to teeth (dental), teeth to jaws (dentoalveolar deficiencies and alveoloskeletal discrepancies), and jaws to face (dentofacial disharmonies) are optimized to maximize dental, periodontal, occlusal,
and systemic health (airway) conditions. Such foundations ensure
long-term sustainability of ideal function and facial esthetics that

Fig 4.

Fig 13.

Fig 8. Bilateral tongue crenations suggesting OCV is small in relation to tongue size. This may predispose patient to sleep-disordered breathing and
should lead treating clinicians to screen for such conditions accordingly. Fig 9. Corticotomies and dentoalveolar decortication of the mandibular anterior.
Fig 10. Corticocancellous particulate allograft positioned in the mandible to increase the orthodontic boundary conditions and provide an expanded
envelope to reposition teeth. Fig 11. Interim orthodontic phase and transitional bonding to be accomplished based on Bolton analysis now that overly
sufficient space has been appropriated for the creation of proportionately correct mandibular incisors. Once transitional bonding is complete, orthodontic
finishing will be performed and any remaining spaces closed. Fig 12. Prosthetic phase completion. Facial view. Note the more ideal horizontal overlap of
anterior teeth and robust periodontal phenotype. Horizontal positioning of anterior teeth was enabled as a result of bone augmentation. Fig 13. Prosthetic
phase completion. Maxillary occlusal view. Note arch form change without compromise to the buccal alveolar bone and periodontal phenotype.
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will meet the patient’s expectations during the subsequent restorative phase. The teeth and smile can be rehabilitated using the most
minimally invasive/bonded restorative therapies possible. Minimally invasive restorative/rehabilitative approaches can improve
long-term outcomes and prognoses, offering the best opportunity
to sustain the greatest number of vital teeth over the longest time.
Figure 2 through Figure 17 demonstrate a case that was managed
with SFOT-based IDT therapy under the conditions and with the
rationale discussed in this article.

phenotypes so that patient results can be optimized. Effective communication among all team members is the initial step toward a meaningful cultural shift in the direction of a facially prioritized IDT collaboration. Education in IDT planning will likely require more training
(or sub-specialization) as the scope of dentoalveolar surgical therapy
expands. Finally, while technology has greatly improved dentistry’s
diagnostic acumen, it is not a substitute for experience or judgment
and cannot replace the principles of biology or wound healing.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Conclusions

The paradigm shift from treatment planning that is occlusally based
to a facially prioritized treatment plan requires that clinicians focus on the tooth, root, and soft-tissue positions. When treatment
planning with a facially prioritized perspective that involves CBCT
imaging and diagnoses, SFOT becomes an increasingly important
instrument for clinicians. The IDT team needs to manage the dynamic craniomandibular system with greater totality. Through
further research, the exact roles, indications, and efficacy of SFOT
for this treatment may be elucidated.
Emphasis must be placed on changing the way that dentistry identifies and manages dentofacial deformities and dentoalveolar bone

Fig 14.
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Fig 14.  Prosthetic phase completion. Left lateral view. Note vertical dimension change in posterior as evidenced by the buccal cusp tip position
of tooth No. 12 versus papillary tissue of teeth Nos. 20 and 21 as compared to initial presentation (Fig 4). Fig 15. Smile dynamics. Maxillary hypoplasia and vertical maxillary deficiency with short upper lip but normal lip mobility remain. Patient declined orthognathic surgery to correct dentofacial disharmony. Fig 16. Postoperative cephalometric view. Note augmented facial bone in both arches. Buccal root torque/uprighting of the
mandibular central incisor has been accomplished for improved inter-incisal angle position and improved iomechanics. Fig 17. Preoperative 3D
CBCT bone and tooth anatomy (left), postoperative tooth position and preoperative bone anatomy (middle), postoperative SFOT bone anatomy
and tooth position (right). Note dentoalveolar deficiencies and projected bone loss secondary to tooth movement required to meet restorative
goals and dentoalveolar bone deficiencies augmented through SFOT surgery to meet restoratively driven goals.
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1.	Collaborative interdisciplinary dentofacial therapy (IDT)
requires the leadership of whom to coordinate input from each
specialist involved?
A. the patient
B. the patient’s orthodontist
C. the patient’s restorative dentist
D. the oral and maxillofacial surgeon

6.	SFOT creates a biologic environment that leads to more stable
orthodontic results and sometimes less extensive orthognathic
surgery, thus supporting:
A. oral appliance therapy.
B. a facially prioritized treatment plan.
C. dental compensations.
D. All of the above

2.

7.

3.

What occur as a result of skeletal disharmony and are common
when anterior-posterior or transverse maxilla-mandibular
disharmonies are present?
A. dental compensations
B. dental decompensations
C. iatrogenic complications
D. orthodontic walls
What alternative approach to orthodontic tooth movement
may allow the IDT team to accomplish outcome goals and
avoid iatrogenic complications?
A. surgically facilitated orthodontic therapy (SFOT)
B. immediate implant placement/provisionalization (IIPP)
C. continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
D. guided bone regeneration (GBR)

4.	A uniformly soft diet among infants and toddlers and the
resulting failure to develop forward tongue and lip muscular
habits may reduce:
A. the amount of orthodontic treatment time.
B. the need for esthetic crown lengthening.
C. the oral cavity volume.
D. regional acceleratory phenomenon.
5.

Which member of the IDT team is responsible for architecting a
facially prioritized plan and correcting dental compensations?
A. prosthodontist
B. orthodontist
C. periodontist
D. myofunctional therapist

Which of the following is a step included in the SFOT IDT workflow?
A. disease control and provisionalization
B. interim orthodontic transitional restorations
C. orthodontic refinement and finishing
D. All of the above

8.	Once a diagnosis has been made, IDT collaboration among the
orthodontist, periodontist, and oral and maxillofacial surgeon
can focus on:
A. halting bony block movement.
B. facilitating regional acceleratory phenomenon.
C. using temporary anchorage devices.
D. enhancing the orthodontic walls.
9.

Whether to perform corticotomy-assisted orthodontic surgery
on the buccal and/or lingual aspects of a tooth is dependent
partly on the:
A. number of tongue crenations present.
B. flexibility of the periodontal ligament.
C. regional dentoalveolar bone anatomy.
D. None of the above

10.	At the completion of SFOT-inclusive IDT, the team will
have addressed:
A. buccal bone thickness.
B. proper placement of the dentogingival complex.
C. optimal root position within newly augmented alveolar bone.
D. All of the above
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